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Economic deposits of chromite were discovered in Unst, Shetland 

Islands in the early part of the nineteenth century and extraction 

continued intermittently until exhaustion of the known near-surface 

deposits in 1945. Since it is likely that further comparable deposits 

exist at shallow depth, detailed geophysical smeys employing 
2 

magnetic and electrical methods were carried out over ? km of the area 

of known mineralisation to test the feasability of detecting and 

delineating them. Seven of 16 small positive gravity arumaJ.ies &e 

tested by shallow boreholes but only two were attributed to chromite 

concentrations. The gravity anomalies at the other borehole sites 

remain unexplained; they may be due to unidentified variations in bed- 

rock density at depth; they may be 

of weathering and the thickness of 

in overburden thickness. 
.;;*c- 
.:z+ 

INTRODUCTION 

History of investietion 

Production of chromite in Unst 

l 

after its initial discovery by Dr S 
* 

the ensuing 125 years fluctuated in 

related to variation in the degree 

the weathered zone, or to variatons 

commenced in 1820, some three yesrs 

Hibbert (Sandison, 1948), and over 

response to changes in world prices 

snd the availability of labour. Xnitially only surface eluvial materis 

was gathered but in 1824$11e first quarry was opened in bedrock. Output 

gradually increased to a maximum of over 1500 tons per annum in the 

early 1840% (Riving-ton, 1953) but there was then a brief decline in 

production, reflecting the industry% inability to compete with fishing 

as the prjacipal employer of locaL labour. The 1840's peak was regained 

briefly in 1871, but by then the yket price, as a result of foreign 

competition, was dropping sharply and all q- ceased in 1877. Pew 

details of ore grade are available for pre-1877 workings, but it is 

probable that the best or tfirstst contained about 3796 0r203: 

1 



Quarrying recommenced in 1908, partly because herring fishing 

was id the doldrums, end by 1927, when production again ceased, 6081 

tons had been shipped to the mainland. The main reason for curtailment 

of production was the lack of amenability of the ore to urpgradjng - 

to the level of &$ Cr203 required by the chemical industry, then the 

sole purchaser. In addition, the shipping slump of 1921 greatly 

reduced the price of imported ores. However, in 1937 research in the 

field of refractories identified a potential market for low-grade ores 
. . 

and in the ensuing 7 yeers 4163 tons of ore, with as little as 2&j Cr 0 
2 3’ 

were shipped south. Unsafe workings end the exhaustion of near-surface 

deposits were principally responsible for the cessation of shipment in 

1945. Finally, in the early 19sOts a number of shallow inclined boreholes 

were drilled on behalf of the United Steel Company to test strike 

extensions of the worked out bodies, but these established no economic 

ore bodies. 

Prospects for a further revival. of 

eqloitation of previously undiscovered 

, in theory, be delineated by geophysical 

the industry then lay in the 

sub-surface bodies, which could 

methods. Magnetometric 

prospecting for chromite in Unst was first attempted in the 1930%, and 

l 

8 although the exercise was deemed unsuccessful at the time, it &s 

subsequently suggested by Riving-ton (1953) that the results might have 

been incorrectly interpreted. As pert of the United Steel Company's 
% I 

investigation, an electrical 5esistivity anomaly was drilled but no 

chromite was intersected. Finally, in197S, magnetic VLF and ,geochemice3 

surveyswere undertaken over an area pertly overlapping that of the 

investigation reported herein(Brzozowski, 1977). Anoma3ous geochemical 

values for Cr, Al, Ni and Co in soil end vegetation&could be attributed 

. to oontamination. 

2 
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Location and geographical setting 

Unst (Fig. 1) is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands, lying 

about 240 km north-east of the Scottish mainland end 32Oh west of 

Bergen in Norway. The village of Baltasound lies on the north side of 

the prominent inlet of Baltasound midway along the east coast. The 

area investigated (Fig. 2) lies to 

and f 30 m OD on the southern flank 

Muckle Heog snd Little Heog. The 

the north of the village between 30 

of the ridge formed by Nikka Vord, 

ridge rises to over 130 m and has a 
. . 

pronounced concave profile on its southern side. Drainage is pri&rily 

by southern flowing streams, but in times of high precipitation the 

absence of thick drift and the impermeable bedrock generate a certain amount 

of sheetwash. Bedrock exposure over the area is extremely good and some 

depth is provided by the many abandoned quezries, although inmost cases 

acess is limited by steep sides and flooding. 

The area is reached by a track ruaning west from the A968 Belmont- .- .a* 

Hsuroldwick road at Hagdale. Port facilities ere avail.able at Baltasound, 

the main outlet for talc from the querry on the north side of Nikka Vord. 

There is a regular car ferry service linking Unst with the neiabouring 

island of Yell and the-mainland of Shetland. . _ . 

t General geoloa _ 

Hnst is covered by the one inch geological special sheet for Northern 

Shetland and, althou& there is no descriptive memoir, 'the geology has 

been summarised by Mykura (1976). !Phrou& the works of Phillips (1927), 

Head (193h b, cy 1936) and Fli.nn (19% 1959 and 1970) Unst is 

ge010gica3ly the best known of the Shetland 'Islands. The island consists 

almost entirely of igneous and sedimentary rocks deformed and met& 

morphosed during the Caledonian orogeny. Two major divisions may be 

recognised: the Basement 

the Saxa Vord Block) and 

(including, for the purposes of this report, 

the Nappe Pile (see Fig. I). 
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The Basement occupies the entire western and much of the northern 

Part 

been 

of the island end comprisespa&schistsand gneisses which have 

correlated with lithologically similar rocks of Precambrian end 

_ 
- .- 

_-- 
_._.-_ 

0 

-_- 

_-_ _ 

--- 

__--- 

Cambrian age on the Mainland of Shetland. Three metamorphic events _ 

have been recognised in these rocks; the first, which preceeded the 

emplacement of the Nappe Pile, was prograde whereas the second and third 
.1 

were retrograde. 

The Nappe Pile consists of two main blocks separated from each other 

and from the Basement by major shear or %chupperF zones. The Lower 

Nappe (or main serpentine ard greenstone block) has an easterly tilt and 

consists of metamorphosed ultrabasic and basic rocks. The ultrabasic 

portion, presumably as a result of in situ differentiation, contains three -- 

compositional zones (Amin, 1954) which, from west to east (or in 

ascending order) 

pyroxenite. The 

intruded later. 

ere peridotite serpentinite, dunite serpentinite and 

basic portion (greenstone) is thowt to have been 3.: 

The Upper Nappe comprises peridotite serpentinite. Both 

Nappes are considered to be 

to the west and thrust over 

occurred after emplacement, 

parts of the same titrabasic mass transported 

the Basement. Some erosion of the Lower Nappe 

but before it was overridden by the Upper . 

Nappe, and the resultant sediments underwent two period of prograde meta- 

morphism which have been correlated with the second and third events in 

the Basement. 
P 

Massive chromite has been observed only 

layer and in dunite lenses in the peridotite 

restricted to the Lower Nappe. It occurs as 

in the dunite serpentinite 

serpentinite end is thus 

streaks and pods elongated 

along planes parallel to the zoning (podifo33n chromite). The chromite 

is almost certainly the product of,ma+gnatic segregation and, since the 

zoning is now subvertical, it is reasonable to conclude that further 

chromite lenses sre present at depth. 
_* _.___- - - _ ____ 



The form of the deposits dictated that they were worked by 

small quarries which seldom exceeded the following dimensions; length 80 m, 

width 30 m, depth 40 m. Upwazds of 20 quarries have been recorded, over 

half of which occur in the Baltasound4agdale axea. 

SCOPE OF TBE PRESENT SURTEY 

The main object of the present survey was to ascertain whether, in 

an area of known chromite mineralisation, it was possible to detect 

concealed concentrations by geophysicti methods. The first phase.was to 

establish the presence of geophysical anomalies and the second to 

evaluate their significance by shallow drilling. 

Gravity, magnetic and induced polarisation (II?) surveys were 

carried out by A.J.Burley, M.&Parker and C.E.Johnson in 1976 and the 

last-named returned in 1977 to define in more detail the most promising 

of the gravity anomalies by further gravity, magnetic and QIS surveys. 

The 7976 magnetic end KLF surveys were also extended 

1977. 

eastwaxds during 

Seven boreholes of rod-length between 1s and 38 m were subsequently 

sited on positive gravity anomalies defined by the 1977 survey and 

'$ 
drilled by the Encore Drilling Company using Diamec 250 equipment (see 

Apendix I). After geological logging the entire core was analysed semi- 

quantitatively for chromium using a portable radioisotope X-ray 

fluorescence Wyser (tlpe Mineral Ana3yser). Cores containing fine 

grained native copper were'also an&Lysed for copper. Six lengths of 

core were split and analysed in the laboratory by XRF methods ih order 

to calibrate the resdings obtained by the portable analyser. A further 

IO samples of split.core, .representative of most of the observable 

lithologic& vaxiations, were selqcted for mineralogical and petrological 

examination. Density measurements were undertaken on 21 core samples. 

.6 



cizmHYsICS 

Gravity surveys 

The theoretical limits for the detection of chromite ore bodies 

by gravity surveys have been discussed by Bosm (7963), Hammer (1945) 

and Davies and others (1957). The ore bodies which have been worked 

on Unst are mostly podiform but in the analysis of their gravitational. 

effect, outlined in Appendix I, they are assumed to be spherical to 

simplify the mathematical treatment. * 

In 1976, 800 gravity stations were established using a IaCoste and 

Romberg gravity meter, over a 30 m x 60 m koarser grid situated 360 m 

north of the main Baltasound-Raraldswick road. The longer axis of the 

rectangular grid is parallel to 

National Grid Reference HP 6143 

covered by a 15 m x 30 m 'fine* 

the road and the origin is on the road at 

0923. One section of this area (Fig. 4:) was 
. 

grid to detail a relatively large 

residual positive anomaly. 192: About 150 more widely-spaced stations were 

established within I km of the %oarse-grid* boundary. A Bouguer anomaly 

map was produced (Fig. fj), and a regional field determined by smoothing N-S 

profiles (Fig. 6) and smoothing the resulting contour mp (Fig. 7). 

ResiduEil anomaly maps for the *coarse* and 'fine* grid surveys were then 
. * B 

calculated (Figs. 8 and 9) and 16 positive residual anom&es each 
_ _ 

exceeding 0.07 mGa3, were identified and numbered in order of significance.' 

In 1977 1500 gravity stations were established using LaCoste and 
li 

Worden gravity meters, over, 13 N-S traverses of length 240440. m and 

station spacing 2.0 or 2.5 m. The traverses (Fig. 10) were positioned . 

in order to cover those 13 of the positive anomalies identified& 1976 

which were relatively free from terrain effects due to quaz&es-and 

tips. All Bouguer anomaXy profiles aze shown in Bppendix II. Sixteen 

. positive anomalies (Table 3) were selected'= being significant after 

repeated gcavity traverses. Parallel traverses 10 m either side of 

7 
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anomalies 802 N and 784/802 N on lines 7680 E 

respectively showed similar positive anomalies 

smaller wtude and less well-defined shape. 

Reduction of gravity data ’ 

Temporary gravity base stations set t4~ at 

and 1800 E 

along strike, of slightly 

Seaview [HP 6213 08893 in 

1976 and Hamersgarth [HP 6379 12331 in 1977 were linked to the base at ’ 

Baltasound (M~~uillin & Brooks 1967) and converted to the EGRN'73 system. 

Base readings taken at least twice per day showed an average instrumental 
, . 

drift of about 0.03 mGal per day. When possible the instrument I+& read 

to half a scale division (0.005 m&l). 

Elevations were calculated initially by levelling from and to a 

'bench mark at the start and finish of a loop. Subsequently stations of 

known elevation were used to tie in heights within the survey area. 

Elevation misclosures over the initial grids were less than 7 cm 

(equivalent to 0.014 m&l), end over the detailed traverses less than 
4-&: 

3 cm (equivtient to 0.006 mm). . 

Gravity readings were corrected for aa assumed linear instrumental . 

drift, gravity tides, normal gravity, elevation, and terrain (Harsner 

Bones A-H). The data were reduced to sea level (i.e. Bouguer anomalies) 

using a 

and 2). 

=omalY 

-3 density of 2.63 g cm for the elevation correction. (Tables 1 

For the 1976 grid surveys, the accuracy._of_individueJ Bouguer 

values is considered to be 20.02 
% 

relative accur&cy along any one traverse 

this being determined almost entirely by 

instrument. . 

mGal;.for 1977 traverses the 

should be within 0.01 mGal, 

the reading accuracy of the 

Efrobliems were encountered due to the small sirte of the anoma3ies 

mea&red (0.05 to 0.1 m&l). @al: 'j-s' in reading (0.02 to.0.05 mGal 

and easily identified from the plotteddata) were common and f&nd .to be 
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Tnblc 1 Pltyrricnl. proportion of llnnt rocka :u~d mi.ncr;Llu 

i?cnis tivj Cy (SL m) 

Type of Dock 
i 110. or Sn turatod m-m t ty 

I+ mo I. ic rv. 

Srunplco (R cm-. 9, 
Swxptibility SorJrco 

(cg x 10-O) UlY S~ltllriitcd 

Scrpentinite 2.14 - 3.1 250 - lllO0 
chromi te 4.6 - 4.3 Z/JO - 7400 1 - lob Telford ot al., 1376 

ii, 
rr 

Croenetone 4 2.08 2 0.05 

Cranulite pale0 It 2.70 2 0.03 McQuillfn nnd Jlrooke, 136 

Pyroxon i te 2 2.44 2 0.04 

Serpen Unite 20 2.63 ,+ 0.04 

1 2.53 3030 2700 

1 2.u MO 72.3 x 10' IO00 
Serpcntinite . 

1 2.61, 

1 2.51 

Dieeeminated chromite 
1 2.00 

1 2.02 160 2f3,600 156 

Lnotituto of Geological 

Sciences 1976 and 1977 

1 3.73 710 72.1) x 10’ 1600 

Maeeive chromite ore 1 3.92 160 M.700 170 

1 3.46 



Table 2 physical properties of Unst core samples 

ehole Rock type 
Satmated 

Magnetic 
Porosity 

density (gem-)) (96) Susceptibility 
(C@ x 10-O) 

1 O.& 0.65 Dmite-serpentinite 2.59 4.1 1760 . 

e.oo- 8.1lJ n n 2.63 04 2650 

y2.6412.76 dltered BergJentinite 2.50 Lo 1960 

18.02-15.11 Mite-serpentkite 2.65 0.3 l&O0 

2 j.6I- 3.72 Altered serpentinite 2.55 4.1 3220 

8.5)- 8.68 kznite-serpentinite 2.61 1.2 7520 

17.6517.85 n n 2.62 ’ 0.5 2960 

3 6.02- i.20 " ,t 2.59 0.6 2800 

2~58-21.62 fit e,-ed serpenthite 2.51 6.3 1520 

37.13-37.33 Dmite-se,rpentiniie 2.6? 0.8 4090 

r: & .;7- S.&O n * 2.65 0.6 540 

14.2~14.4? n 
f& 

r 2.64 0.6 560 

5 1.720 1.94 Altered serpentinite 2.54 1.5 460 

12.21-12.54 Runite serpentinite 2.62 0.5 1300 

i 0.550.65 Partly altered dmite 
serpentinite 2.61 0.5 1410 

1.6?- 1.80 Disseminated chrozite 3.05 1.0 800 

2.23 2.38 * " 2.92 1.1 750 j. 

y.?& 9.85 Serpentinite with 
disseminated c.hxmite 2.75 0.7 x)80 

l&.42-14.60 Serpentinite with 
disseminated ckmmite 2.77 1.4 lYO0 

7 3.50- 3.70 &mite serpentinite with 

disseminated chromite 2.73 3.9 8400 

19.30-19.50 Dunite serpentinite with 
disseminated'chmmite 2.78 1.1 7730 

12 



Sumnary of positive Gavity onomalioa in 1977 Si~rvcy and their possible causes 
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instrumental, necessitating repeat traverses over all promis- positive 

anome3ies to ensure adequate definition. 

Interpretation of gravity anomalies 

The regional Bouguer anomaly map of Shetland (M~Qtil1i.n and 
. 

Brooks, 1967), part of which is shown in Fig. 3, illustrates that the 

survey area is situated at the centre of a SW-XLtrending elliptical 

-3 
'low* which reflects low density serpentinite (2.63 g cm ) bounded to 

the west by the Valla Field Block gneissic basement (2.76 g cmv3); to 
. . 

the north by the Saxa Vord Block schistose rocks (2.7 g cmo3), ana to the 

southeast by greenstone (2.88 g cmu3). TheBouguer az~oma,lymap of the 

present survey (Fig. 5) shows the centre of the *low' at the western 

boundary of the survey area, and an average gradient of about +I mGal/lan 

from west to east across the survey area. The difference in Bouguer 

aornaly values apparent in Figs. 3 and 5 is caused by the change in 

reference datum from P%?dulum House, Cambridge to the modern National . ..A 

Gravity Reference Net 1973 (EGBN 73). 

Residual anomaly magnitudes range from -0.08 to ~1.16 m~all. 

Negative anomalies may be caused by: 1) terrain effects of quarries =a 

tips; 2) antigcrite and t&c schists developed in shear Bones; 
S * 

3) pyroxenite within the dxmite; 4) local decrease in densits of the 

dunite; 5) local increase in thickness of the weathered mne, and 

6) presence of xzxonsolidated Ribble from disused quarries. Positive aa 

anomalies may be caused by: 1) chromite deposits; 2) local3ncrease in 

density of the dtite, possibly caused by differential serpentinisation; 

3) locd decrease in thickness of the weathered sane and/or overburden. 

The 16 significant positive gravity anomalies from the 1977 profiles 

are listed in Table 

‘ad were drilled at 

southerly direction 

3. Boreholes were sited to investigate 7 of them , 

angles of 60’&’ or 90’ .from the horizonta3, in a 

such that the holes would intersect the centr,of 

the anomalous, hypothetical,.sphericalmass. The holes were inclined 

because of the generally steep northerly dips of the eqosed chromite 
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lenses. 

Two-dimensional models of possible anomaly causes were c&culated 

using a31 iterative computing technique (Figs 11 to 14). Various 2-D . 

models for =omaAy 1680-E, 791 N (borehole 3),_using density contrats of _ 

-3 1.4gcm -3 , O.8gcm -3 and 0.2 g cm for the *orebody' are shown in 

Figs 11 and 12. .Fig. ?? also shows a 2-D model for'the bedrock-overburden 

-3 interface using a density contrast of 0.5 g cm . Any of these models 

would cause.a pavity anomaly similar to that observed. However, 

measurements on the core failed to identify a si&ficant density contrast. 

Fig. 13 shows hypothetic& sphericaL ore bodies of density contrast 

I.4 g cm"3, end 2-D models for the bedrock-overburden interface which 

could be the cause of the anomalies investigated by boreholes 1, 2, 4 and 5. 

However, these boreholes did not intersect significant emounts of chromite 

and there was no significant increase in the density of core samples. 

Boreholes 6 and 7 intersected small amounts of chromite 'in the 
i q- 

. . 

serpentinite (see borehole logs, Appendix IV); significant increases &I 

core density of about 0,2 g cm in borehole 6 and 0.75 g cm -3 b -3 

borehole 7 

structures 

similarto 

can be seen in Table 2. Fig. 34 shows various models of 2-D 

with these densitycontrastswhich could cause gravity &omaJ.&s 

those observed. 

Most of the gravity anomalies are thus unexplained on present 

evidence. It is 
. . 

possible that large masses of de&e rock exist at depth 
4 

andthat, as a result of heterogeneous distribution of dense material., 

they were not intersected by the boreholes or were not represented in the 

core samples selected for density_measurement. Alternatively the 

anoma3ies may result from local changes in thic&ss of the weathered 

layer and of the overburden. In the latter model, it should be noted 

that it is the contrast between the overburden (or weathering) thickness 



flanking the borehole and that actually at the top of the borehole that 

defines the Bouguer anomaly profile. Ih other words a borehole sited at 

a.positive Bouguer gravity anomaly will intersect the overburden (or 

weathering) at itsthinnestpasts and could be surrounded by overburden 

(or weathering) 2 to 6 times thicker, althou& there is no borehole 

evidence to test_ this model. 

Magnetic surveys 

Chromite (PeOCr203) is only weaUy 

same order of magnitude as serpentinite 

magnetic with susceptibility of the 

(Table 1);although certa& 

chromite ores show a strong remanent magnetisation if the ore contains 

sufficient amounts of magnetite and nickel ferrite (Parasnis, I 963). The 

feasibility of distinguishing chromite by magnetic methods in I&ut was 

doubtful owing to, 1) the presence of variable amounts of magnetite in the 

serpentinite and, 2) the variability of chromite susceptibility due to 

peripheral alteration of some grains to iron-rich chromite. Tables 1 and 2 
.a 

:_r2 

iahicate large variations in the magnetic 

which bear no obvious relationship to the 

regional. magnetic anomaly map of Shetlmd 

susceptibility of serpentiriite 

presence of chromite. The 

(M~Quillin =d Brooks, 1967) 

shows a sharp positive anomaly of the order of 4000 ~WWS at the we&e? 

margin of the Mati Serpentinite and Greenstone Block, md many narrow, 

laxge amplitude anomalies across the serpentinite probably caused by laxge 

quantities of secondary magnetite. 
? 

A Geometries proton magnetometer was used to measure totaLmagnetic 

field at 7.5 m intervals along E-W traverses 60 m apart over the. area of 

the 1976 survey grid. The profiles-showed strong variations, with 

anomalies up to 2000 gammas commolrily trending N-S or -SW. A plme surface 

regional 

for line 

residua3 

residual 

magnetic 

bacmund field was estimated, increasing from SO,&0 gammas 

360 N, to 51,140 gannnas for line.740 N (Big:l5), fromtich the 

ma.gnetic field (Fig. 16) was calculated. A comparison of the 1976 

gravity and the metic maps (Figs. 8 and 16) shows positive 

anomalies respectively located SW and S of gravity anomalies 
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=l and 15, 

enomalies 

due to 1) 

and negative magnetic anomalies W, NW snd NW of gravity 

4, 5 and 13 respectively. Any of these correlations could be 

magnetic chromite ore; 2) change in rock composition or 

3) variation in thickness of overburden, although it is also possible that 

the correlations are coincidental, 

In 1977 a Geometries proton 

73 N-S gravity traverses and the 

(Pig. 4) on a 20 m x 10 m grid. 

. 

magnetometer was used to survey the 

eastern extension of the survey area 

The profiles (Appendix II) illustrate 
I 

irregular variations of sever& thousand gezmnas, some of which coincide 

with positive gravity anomalies (Table 3). The 20 m x 70 m grid survey 

shows very strong magnetic gradients throu& the area, with a 
. . 
.I 

predominantly N-S trend (Fig. 17). This is probably the result of 

secondery magnetite developed along N-S trending swerms of joints. 

Electrical surveys 

Educed 

surveys were 

sulphides or 

polarisation (Sp), .a very low frequency 
.=r- 

carried out mainly.for the purpose of 

cobalt and copper minerals, which can 

(VU?) and resistivity 

detecting nickel 

be associated with 

chromite. Chromite itself has a very hi& resistivity (Table I), but 

strong IP anomalies have been reported over chromite masses ia Yugos1avi.a 

(p axasnis, 1963). R esistivity tests on samples from Ul?st (Table 1) show 

that chromite-bearing serpentinite generally has a hi&er dry resistivity 

than ord3nazy serpentinite, but saturated resistivity values are primarily 
\ 

dependent on porosity, which is not related to percentage of chromite. 

Hence chromite deposits would not necessarily show high resistivity values 

during field surveys, assumingsome degree-of saturation.. 

. Geonics EM?6 + R equipment was used in 1977 for VU? inqhase, 

quadrature (facing North) and resistivity (10 m dipole) measurements over 

.the 13 U-S lines (Appendix II), Most of the gravity anomalies coincided 

with hi& resistivity values, many of which are associated with rack 

egos- (Table 3). lihese correlations could be due to 1) high resistivity 
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-mite, 2) &w in rock compositions or, 3) the presence of 

relatively little or no overburden. %-phase and quadrature components 

show many small amplitude vaziations superimposed on lazger regional 

vaxiations, and no obvious.correlation with positive gravity a3l0ma3ies. 

- !PJ3e 10 m x 20 m grid to the east was covered by the VLP resistivity 

survey only, a3ld, the contour map (Fig. q8) indicates one paztictiasly 

high resistivity zone in the northwest of the area with no exposure, 

smooth terrain, and little metic variation. This resisti,vity anomaly 

may be due to a decrease in thictiess of overburden or a loca change in . 

rock composition such as increased cbromite content. If any further 

work is done in the area this anomaly should be investigated. 

Huntec Mask III Equipment was used in 1976 for dipole-dipole IP/ 

resistivity measurements over N-S lines 147OE, ls9OE and 1890E for 

n= 2 to 6 using dipole length 30 m. Pseudosections for chazgeability 

(M 'To) an a d PP arent re@ivity were plotted (Appendix III). Resistivity : -,- 

decreases with depth for lines 147OE, 159OE and 174OE, possibly due to 

mineralisation at depth. There was no correlation between high charge- 

ability and positive gravity anomalies, 

. 
DRSLLING~-UT,TS . . 

Details of geologg. 

The aSea lies mostly within the dunite serpentinite zone of the 

Lower Nappe, though in the" extreme northwest there is' a transition to 

peridotite serpentinite. At surface both rock-types have a chaza,cteristic 

paZl.eb~wnweatheredcrust. !Fbree rock types were distinguished* in the 

drill cores. Most abWt is .a dark, grey-green serpentinite, which 

(after pyroxene). Secondly, there 

predominates in certain boreholes 

adjacent to $oint plases and . 

commonly displays bastite pseudomorphs 

is a reddish-brown_serpentinite, which 

i (e.g. BE. 4). It occurs most co&nonly 

includes patches of the tik grey serpentinite, suggesting that it has been 
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Table 4 - Borehole site descriptions . 

Collax Elevation 
(m above OD) 

.Az$nxth 
( Q 

Inclination Rod length _. () m 

1 HP 6305 7040 54.6 168 60 18.52 

2 HP 6304 -1046 - 61.4 168 60 24.25 

3 HP 6293 1038 65.1 168 60 27.38 

4 HP 6268 1056 108.6 168 70 v5J3 

...- 5 EP 6267 1016 68.4 129 70 IS.05 

6 EP 6227 1003 72.9 90 15.43 - 

7 HP 6228 IOOO 67.7 - 90 18.82 
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derived by dlteration of the dark grey rock. The third variety of 

serpentinite is confined to borehole, 6 and, in lesser amounts, to 

borehole 7. It varies in colour from psJ_e grey to greenish lemon, 

resembling oneof the commoner rock types found in the spoil heaps, and is - . 

the host rock for chromite concentrations. ti the drill cores the pa3e 

rock is finely interbanded with the more usua3 dark grey serpentinite. - 

Limonitic zones occur in the upper few.metres of most boreholes. 

Many joints in all three varieties of serpentinite are infilled 
,.a 

with chrysotile, talc and calcite. In places calcite forms a comb . 

structure which evidently post-dates the formation of the brown - 

serpentinite. Magnetite, occupying the central part of joint assemblages, 

ash native copper, forming grains up to 3 mm across, were also observed. 

In many outcrops Rivington (1953) noted steep northerly or north- 

westerly dipping *'bedding planes% Since their orientation coincides 

with that of the bomdw between dunite serpentinite and peridotite 
:*3- 

serpentinite and is subpaallel to the chromite streaks and pods, it seems 

probable that these planes represent some form of magmatic layering. Well 

developed bsnding is evident only-in cores from boreholes 6 ad 7, 

being intimately associated with the development of the ps3.e variety of 
'. 

serpentinite. The banding is produced by alternating layers of pale 

and de2k serpentinite and by chromite, where present, and may have a l 

perellel schistosity. It usually dips at 60' to 90' but varies locally 

as a result of small-sca3e open folding. 

The ms&mum thickness of overburden observed in boreholes and 

quarries is I m and it is unlikely that any greater thickness is present 

in the area. Although a considerable thickness of unconsolidated matter 

wasrecorded in one of the. early-United-Steel Company boreholes (BE E) 
. . 

andascribed to the infill of a buried glacial channel, it seems more 

. likely that this material represents the infill of an unrecorded, 
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. 

underground easterly extension of the nearby Long Quaxry'(see Pig. 2) 

Petrography and minerall of core samples 

In thin section the dark grey-meen serpentinite comprises grazdes 

of relict olivine set in fine antigorite, with granules and -&regular 

trails of magnetite, limonite and/or go$hite. Boundaries of the 

original olivines (chrysotile with 2%90") are sometimes marked by iron 

staiing which extends into the adjacent serpentinite. The antigorite 

is pale green and includes conspicuous straight acicular crystEcLs in 

addition to the norm& mat of minute pains. 

The brown serpentinite on the other hand, is devoid 

relicts, comprising a mat of fine serpentine dusted with 

of olivine 

opaque l:'Lmonite and/ 

or goethite microgranules. Of more limited extent are minute, irregular 

patches of a very fine phase which is probably either a variety of 

serpentine or a clay mineral. Prismatic crystals of probable tremolite 

were noted in one spec+en. 
I‘S=- 

s 

The pa3e Fey-FSreen serpentinite is formed of magnesite with 

darker antigorite bands raging in thickness from 2 mm to I cm. In all 

but one of the ten thin sections, chromite was the dominant opaque phase, 

forming between 0.1% end 2$% of the rock. However,- a specimen taken Era 

immediately below the chromite-rich section in borehole 6 (Appendix IV) 

was devoid of chromite but contained up to 1% magnetite. The majority 

of chromites noted in thy sections have rims of magnetite and /or 

ferrichromite; possibly 

'of chromite. Magnetite 

least one thin section, 

indicating growth of magnetite at the expense 

of definite secondary origin was noted 'a at 

but its relationship-to magnetite contained in 

serpentine veinlets could not be established. St was suggested above 

(p 30 ) that'join~lmxnd secondary magnetite could be the cause of the 

prominant N-S magnetic anoma3.ies. 
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thin sections and traces of possible bravoite and possible pentlandite 

were also noted. Small amounts of native copper were recorded in both 

Accessory pyrite is present to a greater or lesser extent in most 

. 

serpentinite and serpentine veins. 

Chromium concentrations 

Geologi.cel.log@ng and semi-quantitative chromium analyses of the drill 

cores indicated that, apart from short lengths of core in borehole 6, 

the chromite concentration is negligible and, in consequence, analysis 

of the entire core length not justified. Estimates of chromium content 

were derived from readings with a portable X-ray fluorescence analyser 

(Mineral Analyser) using a 238 Pu source to excite Cr gOCX-radiation. 

The instrument was calibrated against six samples of crushed drill core 

from Unst which had been analysed by conventional m methods, and 

readings were taken every 25 cm except on the cores from boreholes 6 where 

the intervti used was 19,cm. The chromium values presented in Appendix 1 : ,Z>' 

me based on the mean of four readings (ten readings in the case of 

borehole 6). Precision is approxknately 0.15% at 95% confidence limits. 

St is apparent from Appendix 1 that the amount of chromite in the 

cores is insignificent, the interpolated values seldom exceeding 0.60/o Ck . ‘. 

(equivalent to 1.3% Fe Cr, O,,). However, hi&ervelues were recorded in 

borehole 6 (3.85% 

Inaximm value of 

massive chromite 

Cr over 2 m) and borehole 7 (1.s Cr over Im): A 

about 1% Cr was obtained from a small aggregation of 
0 

in borehole 6. 

Table 3 sunmax ises the significant positive pvity anomalies, 

dimensions of inferred models, associated magnetic and resistivity 

anomalies, rock eqosures 

can be concluded that the 
P' 

and some details of the seven boreholes. It 

gravity survey8 were partiaUy successful in 

that they l&ted the higher density rock, co&aining cbromite Wtersected 

at shallow depth in boreholes 6 and 7. Howe’per, the 3nc~nclusiv-e evidence 
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of variations in rock density obtained from the other boreholes sited 

on gravity anomalies suggested that gravity surveys are not an effective 

exploration approach to the problem of detecting podiform chromite 

deposits in the Dnst serpentinites. 

Variations of ma,gnetic susceptibility recorded by a mqznetic survey 

are due to secondary magnetite snd any correlation with gravity .anomaUes 

is speculative. Electrical surveys axe also inconclusive because of the 

large variations of apparent resistivity due to vying thickness 

overburden and the weathered layer, and to serpentinite porosity. 

of the 
I . 

Geophysical methods generally, therefore, cennot be recomended for 

further investigation of the Dnst chromite potenti& The results of 

the surreys described, and of the follow-up drilling, do not preclude the 

existence of deposits in depth and the geological reasons for ascribing 

potential to the down-dip extension of the chromite-beering serpentinite 

remai.nv;ilid intheB&tasound-Hagdale szea. 
.2z . 
z_P.- 

In considering alternative exploration approaches, attention shotid 

be directed to the close spatial association of massive chromite and the 

p&e grey-green (magnesite-rich) serpentinite. Although petrographica 

methods have had little success inthe detection of this type of chromitq 

deposit, detailed e xamination of the dunite layer, facilitated in areas 

of poor exposure 

and is likely to 

by shallow drilling, could nevertheless be attempted 

be no less effective than geophysical 
a 

surveys. 
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APxENDIxI 

Theoretical limits for pavity SurveNS 

The following relations can be derived betweendensity of the 

orebodyingcm -3 (p2), d ensity of surrounding rock.(p?), mass of the 

orebody in metric tonnes (M), depth to the centre of the sphere in 

metres (a), radi.us of the sphere in metres (R), va3ue of aslomaly verticaJ.ly 

above the sphere in mGal ( g)l snd half-width of the anomaly in metres 

hi!!) : 

a2 
149.9 (Pa g 

Ml = 
(P2-PI) 

( 1 I 

FJR3 = 4.19 p2 (2) 

& = 0.77a (3) 

The s&lest anomaly which could be detected reliably would be about 

0.02 mGal. The following relationships between orbody mass, depth to 

the top surface, and anomaly half-width have been caILcul.ated from 

equations (1) to (3) for"different &.zes of orbody which would give a 

-3 g value of 0.20 mGal for a density contrast of 7.4 g cm : 

Mass of orebody Depth to top surface Half width anomaly 
(metric tonnes) (+R metres) . (x$ metres) 

233 0 , 2 * 

1;ooo I 4 

50~ 4 8 

10,000 a' 7 12 

20,000 ?I 17 

. 
100,000 30 b 37 : 

* Since anon-spherica body would need to have its upper surface at 

a shallower depth to give an anomaly of the same ma@tude as aspherical- 

body of similsr mass, the above table gives the mazimum depth to the top 

surface. for various sizes of orebody of density contrast 1.4 g cm -3 that 

might be detected by the gcavity method. For exampie a_ 20,000 tonne 

orebodytiose top surface is'within llmof the ground surface will give a 
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minimum anomaly of 0.10 mGal and half width 17 m, with a good chance of 

detection using a 30 x 60 m survey grid. Densities and other physical 

parameters of rocks and minerals from IJnst m given in Tables 7 and 2. 
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APPENDIX II 

Fig 1 

Fig 2 

Fig 3 

Fig 4 

Fig 5 

Fig 6 

Fig 7 

Fig 8 

Fig 9 

Fig 70 

Fig 11 

Fig 12 

Fig 13 

Fig 14 

Fig 15 

Fig 1-6 

Fig 17 

Fig 18 

Line 960~~ 540 to 780~ 

Line 960~, 780 to 960~ 

Lid_ 99OE 

Line 15OE 

Line 138013 

Line 14'7OE 

Line ISOOE 

Line 1620~ 

Line 168OE 

Line ?7lOE 

Line 177OE, 660 to 9OON 

Line 177OE, 900 to 102ON 
.z..rz : :_r- 

Line 18OOE, 660 to 9OON 

Line 18OOE, 900 to 102ON 

Line 1830~, 540 to 810~ 

Line 1830~, 810 to 102ON 

Line 186OE, UO to TOON 

Line 1860~~ 700 to 960~ 
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BORHiOLE 1 
Inter- 
Aec tion 

m 

’ Inforrcd 
Chromium % 

1.02 o.Lo 

0.97 0.35 

1.01 0.40 

1.00 0.40 

1.00 0.45 

1.00 0.30 

1.00 0.40 

0.99 0.45 

1.01 0.50 

0.98 0.40 

1.01 0.45 

1.01 0.40 

0.98 0.30 

1.05 0.40 

0.97 0.35 

1.00 0.40 

1.01 0.30 

1.00 0.40 

0.11 0.60 

MLrMsnlin- 
ation 

Bepth later- 
oection 

m 

1.12 

1.10 

0.W 

1.02 

0.98 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.02 

0.98 

1.00 

0. go 

1.02 

1.00 

1,oo 

1.00 

1.00 

1.03 

0.97 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

0.73 

0.50 

0.35 

0.9 

0.115 

O.jJ5 

0.9 

0.45 - 

0.40 

O.lJO 

0.55 

O.GO 

0.30 

0*50 

0.55 

O.UJ 

0.35 

0.55 

0.35 

0.50 

0.40 

O-50 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

D@P* 
Inter- 
BCO tion 

m 8 

Li thology MlnarAlie- Depth 
etlon 

q 

Id a01 ogy 

m la 

0.00 

0,llO 0.40 

la 

0.00 

0.27 0.27 

. 

Superfioial dcpoei ts 

-I SERPMTINITE fairly uniforrP Dieeemi&ted 1.62 Superficial dcposi ta 
dark grey-green rock corn rie- 

s 
chromi te : 

ing tabular or lathli .ke ‘I) txacee of Disseminntsd 1.52 
chromi te ; 
native copper 2.62 
in serpen- 
Unite (3.91 - 3.52 
9.96111) and in 
thin veinle t 
(B,GS - 8.85m) 

4.54 

5.52 

SlPJW~TINITE; upper 20~311 
reduced to smnll fragments 
and partly 1 imoni tieed; 
comprises blotchy brownish 
rock, stmilar to that fona- 
ing the Al terAtlon zone8 in 
IllI 1 with subordinate bands 
and patchee of dnrker green- 
ish grey serpentini te which 
below 1Om (approx.) contain 
(?) bAstite pseudomorphs; 
between 0.90 And 2.50111 core 
ia cut by vertical Bhenrs 
containing white (?) carbon- 
ate and, more rarely but more 
voluminously serpentine and 
talc: similarly infilled 
s tecply inclined cheer between 
13.45 and 13.75ra vi th prominent 
eolu tion cavi ties ; 1 imoni te 
which appears in the upper of 
thcee two ehear zone8 ie also 
common between 10.75 and 
10.85, 11.20 And 11.&a And 
14.40 - lS.OOm; calcite 
veinlets are al80 present 
outwith the nhear zones. 

2.39 
baeti te peeudomorphs, up to 
O.$m acroee, and much finer 
pale green aerpen tine 8 la 
appears to increaee below 4.40 
lK7Ola; peeudomorphs often 
sieved by berpen tine : 
8erDentfnits commonly replaced 
by paler brown traneiucent 
&&al which emanates from 
cracks and joints; alteration, 
which ie accompanied in 
placee above 6.00m by limon- 

5.40 

6.40 

6.52 7.40 

7.52 8.39 

9.40 
ite is particularly 
in following zonee : 

fntenee 
5.20 - 8.52 

7.8Om; 10.53 - 11.57mr 
12.b - 12.95111 8nd 18.28 - 10.38 Ye52 

10.54 
18.451118 crecke and Joints 
in these aonee oilzen contain 
calcite fi eerpentine from 
which thin calcite veinlete 
radiate in comb-like fashion 

Il.39 

11.52 12.t.4 

13.38 12.52 

14.43 13.50 

VLlp 

16.U 

’ 18.42 18.25 

14.32 13.92 
17.4l SERPENTINITE, dark greenish 

grey with irregularly distri- 
buted bands and pAtches of 
brown serpentini te ns above; 
( ?) bas ti te pseudomorphs 
Abeent between 20.00 and 
23.sm; veins which comprise 
calcite, serpentine and rare 
(?) asbee tos occur principally 
in alteration Bonee. 

Disseminated 
chromi te ; 
magnetite in 
vein8 ; traces 
of pyrite And 
native copper 
in veinlet 
(15.43m) 

14.52 

15.52 

16.52 

17.52 

18.52 

19.55 

20.52 

21.52 

22.52 

23.52 

18.13 

18.52 

24.25 9.93 24.25 



5oRE23oL;F: 3 

Depth Snterscction 

m m 

0.00 

0.10 o.Lo 

4. j0 h.10 

Li thology 

Superficial deposits 

S~z!wmmTm, bxowniah with izzagulsr patches 
of da* greeni& gmy umltexed serpentinite; 
strongly limonitised and core frequently reduced 
to mall f-e&a above 1.b; pale green 
secrpentine present in veins w?&ch v in 
t!U,ckneaa fro3 1 sa to 35un,the larger being 
present betveen 0.78 &sd 1.m; 2.65 and 3.OOa; 
azld 3.55-3.&h; the latter is noticeably 
shattered e?d iacludes vbite (?) aenentine; 
serpentine veins axe cut by irxqular red snd 
white carborute veinlets 

SIBEZ’XXITS, dark gxey%sh green ic which 
seventine md fibrous -hibole appear to be 
win constituents ; ?xmriish al tern tion Lhrou&out 
Mth si&ficant increase below zone of limonitis- 
sticn and solution cavities at 11.44 - 11.57x1; 
alteration most coazonly encountered adjacent to 
calcite veim but fron these frequently spreada 
out to occupy, on occaaio3 nost of carp; both 
fres:? cti alterad rocks cut by veins of -wish 
arrpeatine with cc&-like calcite veinlets; 
core cut by steeply inclined 5 cm thick breccia 
zone behreen 13.46 tnd 13,62a with pale (;reen 
calcite matrix 

T-L+; 
A#: 

15.72 11.22 

24.3; 8.63 

SZWSTINITE, brewnish with Patches of daxk 
aerpentinite identical to above; three 
movemzit zones noted : (1) 17.63 - 1’?.9Om, 
comprising pale green (?) aexpantiac 
traversed by netvork of haematite veinlets 
and quite soft irr upper 5&m; (2) 23.37 - 
23.35, pale green and soft in lowest few 
cm vith sozne brecciation snd calcite veinin& 
(3) 21r.10 - 24.X& similar to (2) but 
steeply inclined and only 3 cm thick; 
cosrjmises pale green clay gouge ; thin anear 
of asbestos on $ointa at 21,OO and 24.jom. 

SEREJTDTITE, with probably a higher 
proportion of atxpentine thazz prsvioualy; 
above 29.OOm joints nay bs coated vith 
calcite, green aexpexltine and, more rarely, 
(e.g. at 29.7Om) asbestos: belov 29.008s 
Joint coatinga rare but reappear be-en 
31.15 and 31.6% vhen they comprise pale 
gnen serpentine with patches and smears 
of (?) chronite; betveeo 3k73 and 34.83m. 
sod j’6.00 - 36.1% core is cut by ninlet 
cm asbestos asd bluish talc with 
gmfns of native copper in the lattar; 
bxaccfa aom, 30.95 sad 31.03, cop3riaing 
aa&ar fragPtnta of acxpentinite in 
soft pale clay gouge. 

37.38 .13.03 

37.38 &d of borchole 

Mineralisation Depth 
Inter- Inferred 
section Ohromium 

m m % 

Msaemiaated 
chmmite; trace 
of pyrite 

Sparsely 
hisseminated 
Chromite 

sparae y 
dissez&.iatad 
chxomits 

Msaeminated 
chmallts with 
local conctntxa- 
tions, fiatly 
divided pyrite ; 
native copper 
in aerpentinita 
(at )0.6h and 
aporadioally 
below 36.13m) 
andinY&M 

(34.73 - 34.8%; 
36.00 - 36.131n) 

26.01 

27.02 

28.00 

29.00 

30.02 

31.04 

32.03 

33.03 

34.00 

35.02 

36.02 

37.38 

1.71 1.30 

2.76 1.0; 

3.80 1.04 

0.50 

o.lD 

0.30 

4.76 

5.77 

6.77 

7.78 

8.16 

9.77 

10.77 

11.77 

12.75 

13.78 

lL71 

0.96 

1.01 

: * 

. - 0.45 

0.60 

1.00 

1.01 

0.98 

0.40 

0.40 

0.9 

1.01 0.60 

1.00 0.50 

1.00 O.ldl 

0.98 
. 

0.u 

1.03 0.45 

0.99 0.50 

15.78 1.01 0.45 

16.76 0.98 0.50 

17.73 0.97 0.50 

18.79 1.06 0.45 

19.77 0.98 0.49 

20.77 1.00 0.50 

21.76 0.91 0.4s 

23.02 1.26 o.Lo 

24.00 0.98 0.55 

25.04 1.04 0.50 
0.97 0.45 

1.01 0.N 

0.98 0.U 

1.00 0.45 

1.0; 0.50 

1.02 0.45 

0.99 0.45 

1.00 0.60 

0.97 0.50 

1.02 o.lo 

1.00 o.to 

1.36 0.50 - 



I 
i BoREtIOLE 4 

Depth Inter- 
aa0 tfon 

m a 
Ll thology 

Intor- Inkorrd 
Minerallsetlen Depth cection Chromium 

m m % 

Superfioial deposi to 

SEllPBWINIlg , completely Rare chromi te : 2.02 1.02 0.25 
replaced by brownieh alter- trace of native 
ation product in uppermost 2 cm: copper (5.581~) 3.02 1.00 0.30 

4.02 

5.00 

6.02 

7.02 

0.04 

9.02 

10.07 

11.03 

12.02 

13.02 

14.02 

15.13 

End of borehole 

1.02 0.30 

0.93 0.20 

1.02 0.25 

1.00 0.30 

1.02 0.30 

0.98 0.30 

I.05 0.3o 

0.96 0.30 

0.99 0.x) 

1.00 0.25 

1.00 0.25 

1.11 0.30 

. 

Depth Inter- 
nee tion 

ID m 

0.00 

0.51 0.51 

15.05 4.54 

15.os 

Lf thelow Mlncral ioa tian 

Superficial deposi ta 

SERPENTINITR, considerably 
fresher than in Dll4, 
comprising somewhat finer 
Crained and more homo(r;eneoue 
dark grey-green rock devoid 
of blotchy texture; patchy 
dark brown alteration which 
fivred no prominontly Ln 
Dil l-3 apin in evidence 
and above 3.20~1 is accom- 
panied by pale yellow-brown 
1 imoni te : alteration de- 
creases below 5.C6m and is ’ 
aboont below lO.OOm: 
alteration in many placaa 
man tlea sonea (up to 15cm 
thick) of pale greenish 
eerpen tine vi th eubordina te 
haemati k and strong ithearin(p. 

End of borehole 

Dep tt, 

In 

Isolated chromi to 1.53 
crye tale wi th 
occaskonal clusters 2.52 

3.52 

4.52 

5.!34 

6.49 

7.50 

0.52 

9.50 

10.51 

11.52 

12.52 

13.52 

14.52 

15.05 

In tor- 
ncc tion 

m 

1.02 

0.99 

1.00 

1.00 

1.02 

0.95 

1.01 

1.02 

0.90 

1.01 

1.01 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

o-53 
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4 

I 
! 
! 

8omoL6 6 

Depth Inter- Li tholoey Wneralis- 
6ec tion * ation 

l m 

0.00 

0.52 

0.73 

0.52 Ouperf ioial depoei to 

SHUWTINITE dark grey with 
pronounoed blotchy texture - 
resembling dominant rock in 
llrI4~ rtrongly l’imonitised in 
uppemoe t 3 cm and lowenaoet 

0.21 1 cm. 

6.60 

SERPENTINITE, pale green with 
conepicuous bands of dark 
eerpentini te ; below 5.2% 
(approx) pneeee gradually 
into pale to mid grey eerpen- 
tinite which ie transitional 
with the underlyijring unit: 
bandinj~ meetly vertigal or 
rteeply inclined (60 +) though 
locally more gentle as a result 
of open foldingj also dferupted 
in many plaoer by shearing with 
come incipient brecciation ; 
eheare and Joint8 infilled with 

4.87 
pale buff to oohreoue (7) 
oarbona te 

SQIPEHTINI’l’R mid grey with 
dark grey bands ; bendi% not 
a0 oonepiauous ae in above 
unit, possibly beeauee of the 
diainirhed colour con trae te 
and the reo triotion of the 
+ker unit in places to thin 
$artinga 1 area charaoterieed 
by thin partings have, in 
eddition, a oloeely spaced 
eohistosftyf band of pale 
green serpen tini te occupies 
most of core, between 8.00 
and B.S<hnr irregular veinlete 
of pale buff to ochre 
oerbmek oobur thm*ut l . 
and in plecea aontaia pale grey 
mine3xbl; latter mineral 
dominant between 7.55 and 8.jOm . . 
wham the net vein complex 
Onofoeeu angular f-ante 

8.83 of 8erpen tini te 

Chromite 
=w?sns 
from 
ieolated 
OrYe_ 
tg bands 
of maseive 
ore 2OW 

0.52 1.15 

2.67 1.00 

3.67 1.00 

4.77 1.10 

5.80 1.03 

6.77 0.97 

7.77 1.00 

8.75 0.98 

9.77 1.02 

10.77 1.00 

Dieeeminated 
ohmmi te 

Depth Inter- 
880 tion 

A m 

11.78 1.01 O.lp 

12.77 9~19 0.45 

13.79 1.02 0.75 

14.77 0.98 0.65 

15.43 O.& 

. ’ 

Xnferred 
Chromium % 

0.45 

5960 

2.00 

0.U 

0.30 

0.20 

0.30 

0.35 

0.60 

0.U 

0.45 

DOlU!IIOLE 7 

lkp tt1 
Inter 
e9c tion 

81 m 

0.00 

0.90 0.90 

18.82 17.92 

18.82 

Li Wolo(.g 

Superficial depoei ts 

SERPENTINITE, dominantly dark 
grey with occnnional pale grey 
bands Rnd rare greenish petchee; 
echiatoni ty/clonely npaced 
ehaare preeon t throughout much 
of length; principally vertical 
to steeply dipping vi th local 
varia tionfl resulting from 
folding: core in general quite 
broken and above 3.2Om q oetly 
reduced to emall frnfl7pent.e 2 
core loet between 1.12 and 
1.b; evidence of omall ecale 
faultin& betwacn 10.9 and 
ll.OCho. in disruption of banding 
and incipient brecoia tion; 
aerpentinita cut by innumerable 
veins nnd veinlete of pale buff 
to whi ta carbomte with, in 
place8 aubordinate pale green 
ache6 tilorm (7) eerpontine; 
may be mantled or, more rarely 
cut, by an ochreoue minexal; 
veins generally up to 3cm in 
thickneee but between 2.64 and 
2.04m core ie dominated by 
patchy carbonate with only 
minor fragnente of country 
rock 

End of borehole 

Mineralio- 
ation 

Dopth 
Intcr- Inferred 
oec tion Chromium 96 

al m 

Diereminated 2.88 
chromi te wl th 
some enriched 4.02 
bande 

5.04 

6.00 

7.02 

8.00 

9.02 

10.00 

11.02 

12.02 

13.00 

14.01 

15.02 

16.02 

17.02 

18.05 

18.82 

1.39 

1.11, 

1.02 

0.96 

1.02 

0.90 

1.02 

0.98 

1.02 

1.00 

0.90 

i.01 

1.01 

1.00 

1.00 

1.03 

0.77 

0.15 

0.50 . 

0.30 

0.60 

0.35 

1.70 

0.35 

1.50 

0.20 

0.30 

0.40 

0.10 

0.50 

0.60 

0.75 

0.35 

15.43 End of borehole 






